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ANNABEL BAI JACKSON

This report represents the only one
of its kind freely available in the UK,
initiated by a non-profit
organisation. However, it represents
only an initial step in the research
needed to fully facilitate cross-
cultural storytelling.
 
There are many more stories to be
found, collected, and represented,
and we hope these can find their way
to our screens in fresh,
unconventional, and surprising ways.



The researcher and author of the
report is Annabel Bai Jackson,
the International Research and
Development Specialist for UK-
China Film Collab’s Future Talent
Programme 2021-2022. 

She is a recent Master’s graduate
from the University of Oxford, has
contributed to the research of TV
projects in development for a
production consultant, and
served as the Assistant Curator
and English Content Editor for
Odyssey: a Chinese cinema
season 2022. She is an upcoming
writer on the BFI’s Critics
Mentorship Programme for the
London Film Festival 2022, and
has participated in Cinema
Rediscovered Film Critics
Workshop 2022 and BFI
Network/Independent Cinema
Office’s Young Film Programmers’
Creative Development
Programme 2022.
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In the UK film industry, better representation of other
cultures and diasporic communities is needed now
more than ever. But development and production
companies often don’t have the resources to hunt
through articles, books, and the archive to find the
enthralling stories that would maximise and diversify
this representation. This report, incubated by UK-
China Film Collab, hopes to aid companies in their
search for stories and fill that representative gap.
 
The overall aim of this report is to collect and curate a
pool of exciting, electrifying real-life stories from
British, American, and Chinese society – all with a
cross-cultural element at the heart of them – for
industry professionals seeking to better represent
Chinese narratives in their work. Bringing together
forgotten historical events, biographies of iconic
Chinese figures, and compelling long-form articles
from notable journalists, the report intends to offer a
wide spread of voices and approaches in cross-
cultural storytelling – and galvanize those who are
interested in taking these slices of history to feature,
short, or documentary projects.
 

INTRODUCTION
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But why is unearthing these stories important in
the first place? Chinese representation in UK
film, TV, and media is in a dubious position right
now. On the one hand, instances of yellowface
are petering out; Chinese visibility is increasing
on the big and small screens; and huge
American hits, from Everything Everywhere All
At Once (2022) to Crazy Rich Asians (2018), prove
that stellar Asian casts are very much in
demand. However, stereotypes still persist,
associating Chinese characters with crime,
submissiveness, or the idea of the perpetual
foreigner; leading roles for British-Chinese actors
are comparatively limited when compared with
their white peers; and the rise in visibility for
Asian stars can often be traced to American,
rather than British, productions.[1] 

By unlocking cross-cultural stories with screen
potential, this report not only aims to facilitate
actors and filmmakers who wish to tell complex,
diverse, and three-dimensional stories from the
British-Chinese archive, but also to give the
British film industry the opportunity to select,
fund, and represent these stories – putting to
bed the notion that there aren’t enough stories
in this area worth telling
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.As articulated by Asian advocacy organisation
BEATS, the industry needs ‘a new generation of
role models and storytellers’ to craft narratives
that are ‘not one-dimensional or “other-ring”’: this
report hopes to contribute to this generational
shift.
 
On top of suggesting more ideas for onscreen
representation in the UK, the report also aims to
encourage the development of more co-
productions. The benefits of co-productions are
compelling, not least since the 2014 UK/China
Film Co-Production Agreement enshrined access
to the BFI Film Fund for these projects. However,
few co-productions are going into development –
a caution that reflects the risk involved in
attempting to produce and market a narrative
that can appeal to two distinct audiences.
Chinese producer Li Ning notes the danger of
‘just blindly adding certain elements into the
story without truly understanding each other’s
markets’, while Screen Daily observes the
problem of ‘trying to artificially combine two
cultures’.[2] 
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This report hopes to help remedy this issue in the
earliest phase of development: in the stories listed
here, the cross-cultural aspect isn’t tacked on as
an afterthought, but forms the basis of the
events, the core of the people’s backgrounds, and
often the foundation of their experiences.
Through this culture-first approach, the problem
of artificiality may recede; companies could
instead use the opportunity of co-production to
mediate between cultural perspectives. 

The report begins with a summary of the relevant
projects in development, before moving onto 25
stories – split into the two sections of People and
History & Society - with creative loglines and
recommendation notes attached. Each story in
this part of the report includes a potential logline
summarising the dramatic core of the narrative,
as well as a recommendation note for possible
methods of adaptation. The final section of the
report lists a further 25 stories from the British-
Chinese archive, representing individuals and
events that require further research before
developing a logline or recommendation note.
This section also includes books, documentaries,
and oral history projects that have the potential
to be optioned, and the rising directors and
organisations behind them. 
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Reference 

[1] For an academic analysis of Chinese and
British-Chinese characters in UK media in
particular, see Jennifer Mak, ‘East Asian
Representation in British Television and Cinema’,
MSc thesis, University of Glasgow, 2019.

[2] Li Ning, quoted in Cineuropa, ‘Li Ning: CEO,
New Classics Media, producer and distributor’, 25
October 2019. Liz Shackleton, ‘“The Foreigner”:
anatomy of a successful UK-China co-production’
in Screen Daily, 22 March 2018.

This report covers the geographical and cultural
sense of Greater China – encompassing
Mainland China, Hong Kong SAR, Macau SAR,
Taiwan, and elsewhere.
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If companies or studios are interested in
picking up any of these ideas for
development, feel free to contact the
author.

Special thanks to Dr Hiu Man Chan for her
ideas, knowledge, and support throughout
this project.

Any existing IP included in this report has
been listed only for inspiration purposes, or
as possible media to option; neither the
author nor UK-China Film Collab own any
copyright for these sources.

Annabel Bai Jackson
annabelbai@gmail.com

UK-China Film Collab website:
www.uk.chinafilm.comAC
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RECENT
PROJECTS &
PROJECTS IN
DEVELOPMENT
(2021-2022)



Executive Producer: 
James Cameron 
Producer: Luo Tong
Director: Arthur Jones
Co-creator: 
Steven Schwankert

A documentary film
directed by Arthur Jones
on the untold story of
the six Chinese survivors
aboard the Titanic, who
faced racism and
discrimination upon
arrival in New York. A
great example of a
unique story that
refreshes an already
famous, almost iconic
event – and one that
reflects on issues still
resonating today

THE SIX (2021)
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UK-China Film Collab brought this film to
the UK in partnership with 

Picturehouse Cinemas in 2021
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https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEA_enGB924GB924&sxsrf=ALiCzsa5jbF1pnuT7zJ_GsmFLyI-j9e77g:1662992956839&q=Steven+Schwankert&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NMwySk4zTC83VuIBc8ssLJJziky1hLKTrfTTMnNywYRVcmJxySJWweCS1LLUPIXg5IzyxLzs1KKSHayMu9iZOBgB0ngyOE8AAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiT_9LDu4_6AhUDQUEAHfUvCfgQmxMoAHoECDoQAg&cshid=1662993030902780
https://www.thesixdocumentary.com/
https://www.thesixdocumentary.com/
https://www.thesixdocumentary.com/


An upcoming UK biopic on Hollywood trailblazer Anna
May Wong – the first Chinese-American movie star,
famous for her roles in Daughter of Shanghai and
Shanghai Express. Among racial prejudice, actors in
yellowface, miscegenation laws, and losing favour with
the Chinese public, Wong moved between the US and
Europe, before putting her acting career on hold to help
the Chinese cause during the Second World War. The
film has a roster of Asian talent behind it: David Henry
Hwang – the first Asian-American writer to win a Tony
Award – is attached to the script, while Gemma Chan will
co-produce and star.
 
With Working Title Films. Adapted from Graham Russell
Guo Hodges’s biography, Anna May Wong: From
Laundrywoman’s Daughter to Hollywood Legend.

GEMMA CHAN’S ANNA MAY WONG
PROJECT – IN PRE-PRODUCTION
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https://vmagazine.com/article/gemma-chan-stars-in-and-produces-anna-may-wong-biopic/


 An upcoming UK-China co-production following the
real-life story of Zhu Shenghao - the first writer to
translate almost all of Shakespeare’s works into Chinese.
The film jumps between the writer trying to stage his
plays in 16th-century England; the interpreter working
away at his translation in 1930s China; and a filmmaker
directing a biopic of Zhu and Shakespeare in the present
day. The film is a great example of the way co-
productions can share and make the most of
international talent: Justin Chadwick is directing the UK
parts of the story, while Peng Fei Song is directing the
Chinese parts.
 
With Juben Pictures and Sinner Films.

UNTAMED 
– IN PRODUCTION
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UK-China Film Collab documented the
behind the scenes during its shooting in
the UK on location in 2022.
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As many as 300 Chinese fathers who had served in the
British merchant navy out of Liverpool during the war
vanished that year, leaving behind them families racked
by fear and anxiety. A protest led by a Mrs Lee in August
1946, reported in both the Liverpool Echo and the News
Chronicle newspapers, proved fruitless.

This story has now been picked up by a Liverpool film
company with a secured investment. 

For more information  please contact 
Liverpool China Partnership.

LOST CHINESE FATHERS IN LIVERPOOL
- IN DEVELOPMENT 
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An upcoming US production adapted from the 2018 GQ
article, ‘The Great Chinese Art Heist’ , to be directed by
John M. Chu. 

The article, written by Alex W, Palmer, investigates a slew
of cases where Chinese art and antiquities were stolen
from museums and palaces in Europe – objects which, it
turns out, had been looted by European armies centuries
before. As well as asking who’s behind the thefts, the film
asks important contemporary questions – should
museums return ancient pieces? and who gets to own
art?
 
With Warner Bros.

THE GREAT CHINESE ART HEIST –
UNKNOWN 
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https://deadline.com/2021/02/crazy-rich-asians-filmmaker-jon-m-chu-to-direct-the-great-chinese-art-heist-for-warner-bros-1234700568/


The story of Lisbon Maru is unknown by many. It was
recently re-exposed by the news about Xi Jinping’s
personal reply to Denis Wynn’s letter, daughter of Lisbon
Maru survivor, Royal Scot Dennis Morley.

Lisbon Maru (りすぼん丸) was a Japanese cargo liner built
at Yokohama in 1920 for a Japanese shipping line. During
World War II, the ship was turned into an armed
troopship. On her final voyage, Lisbon Maru was being
used to transport prisoners of war between Hong Kong
and Japan when it was torpedoed on 1 October 1942,
sinking with a loss of over 800 British lives.

This history is captured by a documentary series titled
Asia-Pacific War Crimes Trials (2020), produced by SMG. 

LISBON MARU - 
IN DEVELOPMENT/PRODUCTION 
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NEW
STORY
IDEAS:
PEOPLE



Lester was born in Southampton in 1840 as the youngest
of four brothers. After finishing his university studies, he
returned to Southampton with a bachelor's degree in
architecture. Unluckily, all of his brothers died of an
unknown disease. One doctor told him that he should
leave his homeland, so Lester departed Southampton with
sadness and disconsolation. Henry took a cargo ship to
Shanghai with Gordon Morris, who afterwards became his
business partner.

Lester was involved in building the most iconic
architecture in Shanghai. He became the richest foreigner
in China in his time and donated all of his wealth to the
city. 

The Henry Lester Trust is still in function today, supporting
Chinese students to come and study in the UK.

HENRY 
LESTER
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southampton
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Gordon_Morris&action=edit&redlink=1


Wai Yin Society has been supporting, empowering and
working in partnership with Chinese individuals and
families since 1988, when we were founded by a group of
community-minded Chinese women. Since then, Wai Yin
has become one of the largest BME community centres in
the UK, sustaining its operations through commissions
and contracts with mainstream organisations. As the
Society has grown, we have developed a range of
employment, education and community services for
Chinese men and women and for other ethnic minority
groups, including Somali, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Indian
and many European nationalities. The Society aims to
challenge all forms of discrimination and social exclusion
through the provision of diverse and reactive services,
delivered by a team of qualified social workers, nurses and
other professionals.

WAI YIN
SOCIETY
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https://www.waiyin.org.uk/


Needham Papers at
Cambridge University

Joseph Needham CH
FRS FBA was a British
biochemist, historian of
science and sinologist
known for his scientific
research and writing on
the history of Chinese
science and technology,
initiating publication of
the multivolume Science
and Civilisation in China.

JOSEPH
NEEDHAM
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https://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/collections/departments/manuscripts-university-archives/significant-archival-collections/needham


China Exchange:
In Conversation With
Sir David Tang 

Sir David Wing-cheung
Tang, KBE ( 1954 -2017),
was a Hong Kong
businessman,
philanthropist and
socialite. He was best
known for founding the
Shanghai Tang fashion
chain in 1994 and the
most well known
Chinese in the British
establishment. and a
regular Financial Times
contributor. 

THE FT
COLUMNIST: 
SIR DAVID TANG
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At the age of nine Tyrus Wong leaves
Guangdong for America, dreaming of artistic
greatness. As his father scrapes a living, a
teenage Tyrus walks miles to art school
everyday, searching for a break. One day, his
rich pastels catch the eye of Disney – and his
life is changed forever. The lead animator of
Bambi, who used inspiration from Song
dynasty painting to create one of the great
films of all time, Wong’s life is a vivid story of
how immigrants built America. 

TYRUS WONG:
FROM GUANGDONG TO DISNEY
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Logline
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Tyrus Wong’s story was reflected in his art: when
he left China as a child, he never saw his mother
again, a loss mirrored in Bambi itself. The
cultural background he brought to the film’s
animation, and the personal battles he
experienced with racism and poverty, make him
a remarkable example of the American
immigrant story. His contribution to such a
beloved product as Bambi has however often
been forgotten – a documentary feature or
dramatization of his remarkable life would
provide a chance to reemphasise his role, and
that of immigrants like him.
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Recommendation:
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Leaving behind a
childhood marked by
the destruction of
WWII, Nancy Kwan
travels from Hong
Kong to seek
stardom in London
and Hollywood. With
her debut feature
alone, Nancy
becomes a box-office
hit and a defining sex
symbol of the 

NANCY KWAN:
THE ‘CHINESE BARDOT’
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Logline
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Anna May Wong’s cinematic heir, Nancy Kwan was
a pioneer: one of the first Eurasian women to
successfully break into Hollywood. Kwan’s role as
the eponymous sex worker in The World of Suzie
Wong (1960) jetted her to international fame -
driven in part by the film’s now iconic image of
Kwan wearing a thigh-slit cheongsam. Kwan was
fazed by her newfound fame: passers-by stared at
her on the street; women raced to get ‘the Kwan
cut’. But Hollywood is only kind for so long: roles for
Asian women were quickly drying up, while
Chinese audiences were troubled by Suzie Wong’s
depiction of Chinese women as decadent and
promiscuous. For talented Asian actors, is stardom
a blessing or a curse?
 
A fascinating story of race, fame, and film set in the
final huzza of Hollywood’s Golden Age; a hit movie
beset by a complex legacy, charged with claims of
racism and sexism; and an overlooked actor in
need of careful, yet vibrant reexamination. A
sophisticated biopic would fit this actor who, at the
age of eight, was told by a fortune-teller to expect
nothing less than ‘travel, fame, and fortune’.
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Recommendation:
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Tsang Tsou Choi’s family think he’s ‘mentally
unbalanced’ – but he thinks he’s an artistic
genius. He’s probably right. Here is a story of a
graffiti artist who rose from poverty and
illiteracy to become one of the leading visual
artists of Hong Kong. Never one to shy away
from the outlandish, Tsang Tsou Choi claimed
most of Kowloon’s land belonged to his
ancestors – and through his art, he certainly
made it his own. 

TSANG TSOU CHOI:
‘THE KING OF KOWLOON’ 
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Logline
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Tsang Tsou Choi’s artistic eccentricity has
already been featured in Queen of Kowloon
(2000) and Hollywood Hong Kong (2001), but
not in any recent documentaries or fictional
features. His one-of-a-kind personality, artistic
brilliance, and difficult upbringing provides
compelling material for filmmakers – and his
stark calligraphic style has already inspired
fashion designers and interior decorators the
world over.
 
A recent Guardian long-read by academic
Louisa Lim on his work could provide a starting
point for adaptation.
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Recommendation:
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After rubbing shoulders with Hemingway,
Picasso et. al. at Gertrude Stein’s salon in Paris,
Ellen La Motte signs up to volunteer as a nurse
in the First World War - an experience that will
change her forever. But when she takes her
nursing skills to Asia, she’s faced with another
calamity: the height of the opium crisis in
China.

ELLEN LA MOTTE:
AN AMERICAN NURSE IN CHINA
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Logline
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Always a radical, Ellen La Motte proclaimed herself a
socialist, a suffragist, and was openly gay; she was an
unabashed figure of tenacity and resolve in the chaos
of the 20th century. La Motte captured her
experiences in a series of memoirs and short stories -
from The Backwash of War, on her nursing role in the
First World War, to Peking Dust, one of six books
documenting opium addiction in China and
elsewhere. In response to her efforts, the Chinese
government awarded her the Lin Tse Hsu Memorial
Medal in 1930.
 
Armed with both the excitement of travel and the
gravitas of tragedy, this story is powerful enough to
break into the public consciousness – with La Motte at
its centre as a nurse, writer, and radical, far ahead of
her time. A co-produced biopic tracking her journey
from Paris, to the Western Front, and then to China,
would capture the momentum of La Motte’s
extraordinary life.
 
Author note: I wrote part of my Master’s dissertation
at the University of Oxford on La Motte’s The
Backwash of War, and so am particularly familiar
with the context of the period and La Motte’s
distinctive literary style.
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Recommendation:
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Orphaned at fourteen and
sold to a brothel by her uncle,
Pan Yuliang’s life appears
destined for tragedy. But
when she is rescued by and
marries a wealthy benefactor,
her life is transformed – and
her enormous artistic talent is
revealed. Her gift takes her to
art schools in Shanghai and
Paris. Producing virtuosic
western style paintings with a
Chinese twist, she achieves
sudden fame. But when she
finds herself marginalised
towards the end of her life,
she’s left wondering: does she
really belong to either world?  

PAN YULIANG:
LA VIE BOHÈME
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Logline
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Pan Yuliang’s life has already attracted lots of
attention from writers and filmmakers in both
China and the US – from Shih Nan’s novel Hua
Hun (1984), adapted into a Chinese film in 1994,
to Jennifer Cody Epstein’s novel The Painter
from Shanghai (2008) and Marie Laure de
Shazer’s book Pan Yu Liang, La Manet de
Shanghai (2014). A production on Pan Yuliang
could either adapt Nan, Epstein, and de Shazer’s
work, or take a fresh and modern perspective on
her life. Her extraordinary origins and complex
story of cross-cultural exchange would make for
a compelling biopic.
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Recommendation:
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The son of a laundry businessman and a
seamstress, Corky Lee didn’t have an obvious ‘in’
to photography. But when he saw an 1869 photo
celebrating a newly-built railroad – one that left
out the thousands of Chinese workers who had
helped construct it – Corky knew he had to
capture the community around him. After
teaching himself photography using borrowed
cameras, Corky soon became one of the NYC
Chinese-American community’s biggest
chroniclers – taking a now iconic photo of police
brutality against a protesting local activist.

CORKY LEE:
A SNAPSHOT OF CHINATOWN
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Logline
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This The New Yorker profile documents Corky Lee’s
sheer commitment to capturing Chinatown on
camera: ‘for nearly fifty years, New Yorkers never
knew where they might run into Lee and his
camera: a museum gala or a tenants’ rights
meeting, construction sites or local laundries,
youth basketball games or poetry readings’ –
resulting in ‘some of the only photos that survive of
Chinatown when it was a nexus of activism’. Such
was his importance, the then Mayor of New York
City proclaimed 5 May 1988 to be ‘Corky Lee Day’ –
testament of his value to the Chinese-American
community, and a sign of his story’s potential for
biopic adaptation.
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https://www.newyorker.com/culture/postscript/corky-lees-photographs-helped-generations-of-asian-americans-see-themselves


After losing his father to the massacres of the
Boxer Rebellion, Lao She travels as a young man
to the heart of the same empire which broke his
family: London. Later to be one of China’s
greatest novelists, Lao She must now navigate
the prejudices and poverty faced by 1920s
Chinatown, even as he grows to love aspects of
his new home. 

LAO SHE:
WITNESS TO HISTORY 
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Lao She is a fascinating figure. Born into a world of
imperialism and violence, his time in Britain
brought the young artist face to face with a culture
he both admired and despised. His experience is a
cross-cultural exchange on steroids with a vivid
setting in London’s turn of the century Chinatown.
His dramatic experiences on his return to China –
organising resistance against Japanese
imperialism and committing suicide under
intolerable pressure during the Cultural Revolution
– would allow further avenues for dramatization.
 
Read more on Lao She at Our Migration Story.
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Liang Baibo never shies from making herself
heard. China’s first female cartoonist, who writes
under the pen name ‘Bomb’, she turns her artistic
skills into an act of resistance after the Japanese
brutally occupy Shanghai. When she meets a
handsome pilot by the name of Chen Enjie, she
falls instantly in love – and together they wage a
battle to save their nation. 

LIANG BAIBO:
CARTOONIST FOR LIBERTY 
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Liang Baibo’s experience both as a woman in a
male-dominated world, and a Chinese citizen
facing invasion, presents a remarkable story of
courage. Bound by a number of whirlwind
romances and tragedies – one of her close friends
was executed by the Kuominatang in 1931 – her life
provides ample material for adaptation. Its central
theme – how art can push boundaries and inspire
even in the darkest times – remains as timely as
ever.
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After living a bohemian existence in 1980s Beijing
– refusing to be a ‘government-approved writer’
or a ‘free-speech martyr’ – poet Yi Lei becomes a
shining star in contemporary Chinese literature.
Upon a chance meeting with African-American
poet Tracy K. Smith, Smith takes it on herself to
translate Yi Lei’s poetry, despite having no
Chinese language skills. A sisterhood that cuts
across language and borders blossoms.

YI LEI AND TRACY K. SMITH:
POETRY ACROSS BORDERS
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Logline
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LJust as upcoming co-production Untamed (2023)
tracks the translation of Shakespeare’s works in
different places and eras, a biopic of this literary
sisterhood could follow Yi Pei from her ‘bohemian
den’ in Beijing, to her ‘untethered life’ in Moscow,
and finally to her encounters with Tracy K. Smith.
Their relationship is subtle and touching: even
though they ‘had limited direct communication …
they treated each other dearly. In photos, they
always held each other’s hands tightly, like long-
departed sisters’.
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Leslie Charteris always had
an insatiable appetite for
adventure. Born at the turn of
the century to a wealthy
Anglo-Chinese family, he
leaves British boarding school
and Cambridge behind to
write thriller novels and
pursue fame as an author.
From touring Britain in a
carnival to hauling cargo on a
freighter, Leslie is determined
to make his fortune by hook
or by crook. And when he
arrives in Hollywood and falls
for a glamorous actress called
Audrey, things only get more
complicated. 

LESLIE CHARTERIS:
NOVELIST FOR HIRE 
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Charteris had an amazing, picaresque life, rich in
vivid settings: from the Singapore of his birth, the
minor British public school, the ships he worked on
as a freighter, and the Hollywood in which he found
love. His escapades provide a rich background to
explore themes of identity, love across boundaries,
and the limitless surprises of life.
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NEW
STORY
IDEAS:
HISTORY &
SOCIETY



A once Chinese born species, the Pere David's
Deer (Milu) became extinct in its hometown.
Accidentally arrived and survived in the UK,
initiatives began to facilitate hundreds of deer to
return to their homeland from the UK. 

PÈRE DAVID'S DEER IN TRANSIT
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Jewish people from Germany, Poland, and Austria,
are suddenly forced into refugee status in the
1930s. An unlikely place of safety materializes
7,000km from their homes – in the bustling,
modern city of Shanghai, where a strong
community of Jewish refugees and Shanghainese
residents was born. However, with the Japanese
occupying Shanghai in 1941, the dark shadow of
persecution returns.

JEWISH REFUGEES IN SHANGHAI
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This long-neglected part of Jewish and Chinese
history is eloquently retold in Ronan O’Connell’s BBC
article, which traces the shift from the refugees
being warmly welcomed to Shanghai to the
establishment of Shanghai’s Jewish ghetto. This
overlooked story, with its historical importance and
possible avenues to discover personal testimony,
deserves to be rediscovered by modern audiences.

An animation called A Jewish Girl in Shanghai was
released in 2010 and screened across the world
among the Jewish communities. 
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After discovering that someone commits suicide
at the Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge every week,
Mr Chen installs himself as the guardian angel of
the site and the people gathering there.
Fascinated by his story, an American journalist
travels to China to interview Mr Chen, growing
intimate with his unique way of life.

‘THE SUICIDE CATCHER’
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Logline

BASED OFF OF THE GQ ARTICLE, ‘THE SUICIDE CATCHER’, BY

MICHAEL PATERNITI (15/08/2010).
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Everyday when he’s off work, Mr Chen stands at
the bridge, ready to pull people back from the
railing. He’s saved 174 people - some of whom still
meet every Christmas. Michael Paterniti’s article
is told very much from the journalist’s perspective
– so a cross-cultural element could be introduced
through their dynamic: their conversation is
mediated by translators, one of whom was saved
by Mr Chen, and Paterniti himself ends up
performing Mr Chen’s role. An understated
character study that does justice to the story’s
serious qualities could bring this article to life.
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Abandoned as a castaway baby in the South
China Seas, James Robson is picked up by the
wife of a captain on a British ship. He grows up in
the thrilling pandemonium of Victorian London –
part of the growing number of Chinese people to
do so - before venturing back to where he first
started: the ocean.
 

JAMES ROBSON:
THE BABY LOST AT SEA
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As stories from the history of British-Chinese
people go, James Robson’s is one of the most
unique. The circumstances of his tale capture a
time of change for Britain: one of vast
technological change, increasing immigration,
and the birth of the metropolis. As well as
conveying a distinctive story from the British-
Chinese archive, situating Robson within his
context could give a sharp means into a
fascinating period.
 
Yellow Earth Theatre devised a play around
James Robson in 2011.
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Before the horrors of the Japanese invasion of
China were even fully known to the public, one
British community knew they needed to help. The
Friends Ambulance Unit – a Quaker organisation
– sent over a team of young men from all over the
world to transport supplies, provide medical help
on the battlefield, and train nursing staff.
Youthful, idealistic, and dedicated, the unit
encounters war for the first time – and come to
terms with their own ambitions. 
 

THE FRIENDS AMBULANCE UNIT
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An extraordinary, forgotten story that works both
as a narrative of cross-cultural generosity and a
coming-of-age tale for the unit. Quaker magazine
The Friend notes how the unit embodied
‘youthfulness … They shared the anxieties and
uncertainties of youth but, more particularly, also
its boldness, idealism and hope – and,
distinctively, its questioning of authority’. With a
membership of people from the UK, Sri Lanka,
South Africa, and elsewhere, this multinational,
voluntary unit shows cross-cultural care at its
most compelling.
 
An adaptation of this story could take inspiration
from unit member Jack Jones’ memoir, The Lost
Writings of a Heroic Nobody (2015). Read more
about the unit at Quakers in the World.
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When American table tennis star Glenn Cowan
misses his coach with his teammates, he’s forced
to ride with the Chinese team instead. Onboard,
he meets rival ping pong player Zhuang Zedong –
leading to a friendship that reverberates through
the world of international politics.
 
 

PING PONG DIPLOMACY:
BOUNCING BETWEEN NATIONS
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Can two clashing countries be reconciled
through a picture of the Huangshan mountains
and a Beatles t-shirt? Cowan and Zhuang’s story
would suggest, maybe. Nixon’s famous trip to
China has its roots in this remarkable chance
encounter.
 
The event was referenced in Forrest Gump (1994).
See pictures of Zhuang and Cowan in this Global
Times article.
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The only child of a retired
British diplomat is found
dead and gruesomely
mutilated in 1937 Beijing.
As the city throngs with
refugees from the
Japanese invasion,
investigators are left
baffled. Who will get
justice for Pamela
Warner’s murder? And
who is the mysterious
man who police have
spotted lingering at the
crime scene?  
 
 

PAMELA WERNER:
MURDER MOST FOUL
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 Despite intense media speculation, Pamela
Werner’s murder was never solved. Amidst the
chaos of wartime in China, her gruesome killing
threw up dozens of leads: the rickshaw driver
seen washing blood from a seat cushion; her
strange father, who keeps butting into official
investigations; a set of Kuomintang assassins; or a
silent suspect dubbed Pinfold, who deserted the
Canadian army and was noticed staring at the
crime scene by onlookers. Pamela’s story has the
makings of a classic whodunnit and raises
questions about belonging and violence at a time
of national trauma for China. 

There are whispers that the story may be adapted
by Netflix surfaced in 2019, but these appear to
have been false.
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After Eddy Zheng’s
family leaves behind
their middle-class
surroundings in China
to start a new life in the
US, Eddy faces a slew of
hardships: truancy,
racism, crime. Years
later, a Taiwanese-
American journalist
visits Eddy – now in
prison – and tracks
where his life went
wrong – and right.
 
 

‘AN EDUCATION WHILE
INCARCERATED’
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Based on the New Yorker article, ‘An Education
While Incarcerated’, by Hua Hsu (13/12/2021).
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‘In China, I had whatever I wanted,’ Eddy Zheng
claims in the article. ‘In the US, we had nothing.’ A
story that captures the cost of immigration, this
New Yorker article is a sobering look at a
distressingly contemporary issue: violence
against Asian-Americans. But it has a redemption
arc at its core: Eddy’s time in prison is focused on
self-improvement, activism, and education as he
becomes one of the first inmates in his prison
programme to earn an associate’s degree. A
social realist drama focusing on the relationship
between Eddy and the journalist - both with
Asian heritage, but from remarkably different
backgrounds - could give a cinematic insight into
the Asian-American experience.
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TSAI CHIN:
BOND GIRL ON THE BIG SCREEN
 

A Chinese actress who starred as a Bond girl in You Only
Live Twice and Casino Royale – and was the first Chinese
student at London’s Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. Tsai
Chin faced the common problems of Chinese stars in
Hollywood: in the 1970s, she claimed ‘another problem for
minority actors is that we don’t often work with beautiful
dialogue. And there were less chances of working with
great directors and actors. That’s when you can learn a lot’.

A documentary directed by Michelle Chen, Daughter of
Shanghai, about Tsai Chin’s life with exclusive interviews,
was screened as part of the Chinese Cinema Season in
2021, co-presented by UK-China Film Collab. 
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FURTHER
STORIES FROM
THE ARCHIVE



There are many stories which could be considered for
anthology or stand-alone films, and many collections
which could be mined for material:
-   Chinatown Today has produced 3 volumes of Chinatown
stories.
-   Archive Alice’s Stories and Voices from LA Chinatown
provides archival documents.
-   The Chinatown Story Cart chronicles many personal
stories.
-   Valerie Lee’s Vancouver Chinatown Stories (2017) is a
collection of stories in book form.
-   Freya Atiken-Truff and Xiao Ma’s Chinatown Stories is a
London-based collection.
-   Grace Young’s episodic documentary Coronavirus:
Chinatown Stories follows the community in NYC.
 
 

OTHER CHINATOWN TALES
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A union that supports taxi drivers in New York, set up by
the Committee Against Anti-Asian Violence – an
organisation founded by Asian working-class women
fighting against institutional racism in the US. Stretching
across two groups – taxi drivers, whose job ranks as one of
the most dangerous in the country, and the broader Asian
community – the NYTWA’s story represents protest, action,
and change.

 

THE NEW YORK TAXI WORKERS
ALLIANCE: FIGHTING BACK AGAINST
ANTI-ASIAN VIOLENCE
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A Chinese painter known for applying Western aesthetics
to Chinese subjects. After moving to Japan during China’s
Cultural Revolution – a period in which she stopped
painting – Guan became known as a quintessential
‘modern girl’. Her relationship with her art teacher, Chen
Baoyi, is of historical interest: he refused to collaborate with
the Japanese army during the war, and quickly fell into
poverty. Guan supported him for the rest of his life. Her
most famous work is Portrait of Miss L. – which was
exhibited at the Guggenheim in 1998.
 

 

GUAN ZILAN:
A VERY MODERN WOMAN
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A true-crime article published in Narratively by Joe Henley
(06/02/2019) on a group of English-language teachers in
Taiwan who become involved in drug trafficking, police
informing, and ultimately murder. This story could make
an interesting critique of expat culture in Taiwan – ‘the
permissive feel that comes when people are far away from
home, where it feels like no action has consequences,
because no one really lives there’ – and the different
standards for expats and the local people – ‘for many
Westerns living short-term in Taipei, prison and death
seem like something that would happen to a local – never
to one of those expats’.
 
 
 

 

‘MURDER IN TAIWAN’
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In 1996, Gao Yaojie saw an AIDS patient for the first time,
who ultimately passed away. For days, she was sleepless,
helpless, troubled. This event changed the course of Gao’s
life. She has since spent her career advocating on behalf of
those living with AIDS, and her memoir, The Soul of Gao
Yaojie: A Memoir, was published in 2011.
 
 
 

 

GAO YAOJIE:
A PIONEERING AIDS ACTIVIST
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 The New Yorker published a profile of the controversial
billionaire doctor and philanthropist Patrick Soon-Shiong
by Stephen Witt (25/10/2021). Soon-Shiong’s background is
marked by turbulence: after the Japanese invasion of
China, his parents moved to South Africa, where his father
ran grocery shops. Now, Soon-Shiong is a researcher in
cancer drugs and organ transplants as well as a civic leader
– but has also been accused of ‘financial misrepresentation,
self-dealing, price gouging, and fraud’. A fascinating life of
multiple contradictions.
 
 
 
 

 

PATRICK SOON-SHIONG:
THE ACCIDENTAL BILLIONAIRE
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A crime-watch group that campaigns against violence,
promotes community safety, and has become a wildly
successful phenomenon, with hundreds of units spreading
all over America. Of the 13 members who founded the
organisation in 1979, 4 were Chinese-American – giving this
group an important, partial Asian heritage. Read more
about the 4 Chinese-American founders here at
AsAmNews.
 

 

CHINATOWN’S GUARDIAN ANGELS:
KEEPING THE STREETS SAFE
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A 2021 documentary film directed by Amanda Lipitz, Found
follows three adopted girls who travel to China to discover
their family history after finding out they are biological
cousins. The documentary offers rich inspiration for
possible narrative features, embodying as it does both a
clear dramatic arc and questions of identity, history, and
life’s hardest choices.

Author note: A member of UK-China Film Collab has a
pitch for a feature film tackling transracial adoption in a
UK and Chinese context. Feel free to contact the author for
more details.
 

 

FOUND – ADOPTEES ON A JOURNEY OF
SELF-DISCOVERY
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An acclaimed writer of the Taiwanese diaspora who wrote
15 books of semi-autobiographical essays, as well as the
script for Red Dust, and wrote under the pen name
Sanmao. After travelling the world and moving to the
capital of the Spanish Sahara, Echo Chen Ping’s life
became beset by tragedy – her husband died at the age of
27, and she made multiple suicide attempts – but, as
outlined by a The New Yorker article, her writing captured
a distinctive moment in diasporic writing: ‘her success
crested just as her native Taiwan was taking off
economically, and continued as mainland China was
beginning to pen itself up … people were starting to
fantasise about the outside world’.

 

SANMAO / ECHO CHEN PING:
A WRITER OF THE DIASPORA
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An English Sinologist who became an acclaimed translator
of Chinese and Japanese poetry, while being entirely self-
taught. Waley’s achievement could be adapted in a similar
vein to that of Untamed.

 

ARTHUR WALEY:
POETRY IN MOTION 
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A Taiwanese dancer who moved to New York to become a
famous performer, blending eastern and western
aesthetics in her work. This The New York Times obituary
outlines her extraordinary talent and creativity, as well as
her complex relationship with the US.

 

NAI-NI CHEN:
CHOREOGRAPHING THE
CONTEMPORARY
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A Chinese playwright was who the first Chinese person to
direct a West End play. Hsiung moved from Beijing to
London in 1932 to study English at Queen Mary, and his
play – Lady Precious Stream – ran for 1,000 nights.

 

HSIUNG SHIH-I:
MAKING THEATRE HISTORY
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As a teenager, Pang Xunqin was told by a foreign priest
that the Chinese could never become great artists. His
painting career, which sprawled across France and China,
proved this priest wrong. From combining the style of
European art with traditional Chinese aesthetics, to co-
founding the bohemian, avant-garde Storm Society, Pang’s
career represents a cross-cultural hotspot. Pang Xunqin’s
1986 memoir, This Is the Path I Traveled Down, could work
as the basis for a biopic.

 

PANG XUNQIN:
A GREAT CHINESE ARTIST
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An article published in Narratively by Ellen Lindner
(26/09/2014) on Taiwan’s largest consumer food co-op – a
group that makes up for Taiwan’s numerous food scandals
(cooking oil mixed with chlorophyll; food starch tainted
with acid), with a focus on collaboration, protest, and
wellbeing.

 

‘THE TAIWANESE WOMEN STARTING
THE EDIBLE REVOLUTION’
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An art project by Dr Denise Kwan. Kwan invited 30 women
to document and tell their story of immigration to the UK
through a series of personal objects. Revealing strength
and resilience in the face of prejudice in the British-
Chinese community, this project has the potential to
inspire an anthology or short film. 

The project can be found here.
 

 

‘OBJECT-STORIES OF BRITISH
CHINESE WOMEN’
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BURLESQUE FEVER:
COBY AND STEPHEN ARE IN LOVE
 

A documentary film directed by Luka Yuanyuan Yang for
The New Yorker, about Coby Yee – a burlesque dancer and
night-club entertainer who began her career in 1940s San
Francisco, before shooting to acclaim at Chinese-themed
cabaret clubs like The Forbidden City. Coby forged a lasting
bond with Stephen King – an experimental filmmaker 20
years her junior – until her death in 2020. Yang is making a
documentary feature entitled Women’s World building on
this concept, about the elderly Chinese women who
worked as dancers during the ‘Golden Age of San
Francisco’s Chinatown’, currently in post-production. Yang
is a rising talent who’s worth keeping an eye on, with this
fascinating slice of history potentially worth adapting into a
fiction feature.
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HSI TSENG TSIANG:
AN ECCENTRIC GOES TO HOLLYWOOD

 

An innovative writer who became one of the first well-
known Chinese actors in the west after moving to
Hollywood in the 1940s, appearing in The Purple Heart
(1944) and Oceans Eleven (1960). His most famous novel,
the experimental The Hanging of Union Square (1935), was
self-published after being rejected by a plethora of
publishers – a sign of his tenacity and nonconformity.
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A ROYAL TUTOR:
SIR REGINALD FLEMING JOHNSTON

 

 The British diplomat who taught 13-year-old Puyi the final
Qing Dynasty monarch - in the Forbidden City. Their
relationship continued even when Puyi became emperor
of the Japanese government in Manchuria. Johnston’s
memoir, Twilight in the Forbidden City (1934) served as the
basis for the 1987 film The Last Emperor, with Johnston
played by Peter O’Toole. There may be more in the
relationship.
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H. T. CHEN:
DANCING FROM EAST TO WEST

 

 A Chinese dancer who moved from Shanghai to New York
City in 1971, blending eastern and western aesthetics, and
remembered by The New York Times as a ‘choreographer
of Asian experience’.
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PATRIOT NUMBER ONE: 
AMERICAN DREAMS IN CHINATOWN

 

A non-fiction book by journalist Lauren Hilgers (2018),
documenting her relationship with a Chinese couple she
met while reporting in China, who then immigrated to
New York. The book unveils the gritty realities of
immigration to America – the ‘byzantine network of
employment agencies and language schools, of
underground banks and illegal dormitories that allow
immigrants to survive’.
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CHINESE ORAL HISTORY PROJECTS
 

London: The Chinese Oral History Project, organised by
the Chinese Mental Health Association (CMHA),
composed of interviews with the older generation of
Chinese people in London. The project has already
inspired a documentary and an installation.
Glasgow: ‘Get a Chinese’ oral history project, devised by
the Chinese Community Development Partnership,
focusing on post-1950 migration to the UK.
Birmingham: Chinese Lives in Birmingham, organised
and now archived by the Library of Birmingham.

All the following Chinese oral history projects have been
supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund.
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BRITISH CHINESE HERITAGE CENTRE
 

The Heritage Lottery Fund has awarded a grant to Ming-Ai
(London) Institute for a 3-year groundbreaking project on the
British Chinese Workforce Heritage in London, taking place
between June 2012 and May 2015.

The project is launched on 10 July 2012 at Knapp Gallery,
Regent's College London. For the project, we are recruiting 10-
12 interns and a small army of volunteers to help document the
role of Chinese workers in London over the last century and a
half, and we will interview people in a wide range of
employment including seafaring, laundering, catering,
community centres, traditional Chinese medicine and newer
professions.

All the collected information, images, videos, etc. will be
deposited to "British Chinese Heritage Centre", a cyberspace
for all British Chinese! See less
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‘WHEN THE MONKS COME TO TOWN’ 

An article published in Maison Neuve by Mark Mann
(18/06/2013) on a group of Buddhist monks from Taiwan
who set up a monastery in Canada’s Prince Edward Island.
Initially, the cross-cultural relationship between the monks
and the residents caused friction and controversy – a
‘complex atmosphere of curiosity and suspicion’, coupled
with a desire not to appear ‘racist’. It turns out that the
monks were in fact attempting to provide something
positive for the community. The story reveals a lot of the
real social subtleties in cross-cultural contact and
(dis)connection..
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CHIANG YEE:
A SILENT TRAVELLER

The author of The Silent Traveller series – including The
Silent Traveller in London, in Oxford, in Dublin, and in New
York After serving in the Chinese army during the Second
World War, Chiang came to the UK to study at LSE – and
left his family behind. Offering a positive, curious
interpretation of his surroundings in the UK, Chiang’s
works provide a refreshing take on British life.
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SIR EDMUND BLACKHOUSE:
A CONMAN IN THE DECLINE OF THE
QING DYNASTY

A controversial but fascinating figure whose book, China
Under the Empress Dowager (1910), influenced Western
thinking on China – before it was revealed that its contents
were fabricated. While his memoirs are unique in detailing
his life as a queer man in Beijing in the period, these are
also thought to be falsified. Despite working as a secret
agent for Britain in WWI, Blackhouse ultimately became a
Japanese collaborator by WWII, hoping for a fascist victory.
A very complex figure with a very complicated life.
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THE QUEEN’S OFFICIAL 
CHINESE INTERPRETER
 

Dr Kevin Lin OBE has been Lead Interpreter (Chinese) of
the Foreign Office of the UK Government, having
interpreted for Queen Elizabeth II, UK prime ministers –
from Sir John Major all the way to Theresa May – and main
members of the Cabinet.
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SI-LAN CHEN LEYDA:
AN AFRO-CARIBBEAN CHINESE
DANCER IN HOLLYWOOD!

 

The daughter of a Chinese diplomat and a Trinidadian
woman, Si-Lan Chen Leyda was born in Trinidad before
moving to London at the age of 7 and studying at the
Stedman Academy. After moving to China in her early 20s,
her and her family fled to Moscow where Si-Lan enrolled at
the Bolshoi Ballet and became an acclaimed modern
dancer. This The New York Times article expands on her
story and her marriage to leading filmmaker, scholar, and
critic Jay Leya.

Jay and Si-Lan Chen Leyda archival papers can be found in
the Tamiment and Wagner Labor Archives, NYU.
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This report was born from a hope that more
Chinese talent could be visible in the UK
media, and more collaboration could be made
across borders. Telling exhilarating narratives
is one motivation behind film development –
and these 50 stories provide the raw material
for this in abundance. However, serving
communities is another valuable reason why
filmmakers make films, and why audiences
watch them. By focusing on tales from the
diasporic Chinese communities of Britain,
Europe, and America, I hope this report can
make a small contribution towards improving
and diversifying their representation on the
big screen.

I’m looking forward to working with studios,
filmmakers, and freelancers who are as excited
to explore these stories as I am – and to make
a difference to our current screen culture.
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